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C ' The fracture problem of laminated plates which consist of ortho-
tropic layers is considered.,
	 The orthotropic; material is assumed to be
of type IS.	 Symmetrical cracks are located normal to the bimaterial
interfaces.
	 The external loads are applied away from the crack region.
.' Three cases are considered:
a) the case of internal cracks
b) the case of broken laminates
c) the case of a crack crossingthe interface.
A general formulation of the problem is given for plane strain and gen-
eralized plane stress cases.	 The singular behavior of stresses at the
crack tips and at the interfaces is studied. 	 In each case the stress
intensity factors are computed for various crack geometries.
1.	 INTRODUCTION
In recent years composites have attracted considerable attention
largely because of their favorable crack propagation characteristics
`. and of the flexibility they offer in designing a variety of structural
components.	 In sheet structures experiments also show that the use of
buffer strips with a relatively low stiffness may help to arrest a prop-
agating crack.	 Tha composite materials are in general anisotropic.
However, because of mathematical difficulties in most of the recent
i
studies relating to composite laminates, the materials are assumed to
j
be isotropic [1-5].	 An orthotropic strip containing a crack and bonded
i to two orthotropic half planes were considered in [6,7].	 The problem of




been investigated by Delale and Erdogan [8].	 In this work it has been
shown that regarding the roots of the characteristic equation orthotropic
i
materials can be classified as of type I or of type II. 	 In [8] the ma-
terials of both layers are assumed to be of type I.
	 The study of the
elastic properties of orthotropic materials shows that, materials of
type II are as practical as of type I. 	 In the present study it is as-
sumed that the composite plate consists of periodically arranged ortho-
tropic strips of type II.	 Symmetrical cracks are located normal to the
bimaterial interfaces and the external loads are applied away from the
crack region. y
-
A general formulation of the problem is givenfor plane strain and
3
generalized plane stress cases by the use of Fourier Integral Transform 3
Technique.
	
The resulting singular integral equations are solved numer-
ic.-ally and the stress intensity factors are computed for various crack
geometries
i
-	 2.	 DISPLACEMENT AND STRESS FIELDS FOR STRIPS
The composite plate shown in Figure l consists of two sets of
periodically arranged strips of width 2h 1 and 2h2.	 Symmetrical cracks
of length 2a and 2b are located normal_to"the bimaterial interfaces.
The external load is applied away from the crack region.	 Using the
superposition technique the solution of the actual traction-free crack
i	 problem may be obtained by superposing the solution of an uncracked
r	
homogeneous strip and the solution of a cracked strip where the ` self-
}
equilibrating crack surface tractions are the only external forces
(see Figure 2),.	 For an orthotropic solid the displacements satisfy
the following field equations:
eu
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where	 (i=1,2,3) are elastic constants defined in Appendix A. 	 The
` constants	 have different expressions for plane strain and generalized
plane stress cases.	 In our analysis, we will consider the generalized
2
IIn [8], it has been shown that solutions satisfying equations (2.1),
yield the following characteristic equation:
s `` +^4s 2 +1 5 0	 (2.2)
The roots of (2.2) are:
sl
 = W  + iw2 = (-R /2
s2 = w3 + iw4 =-Q6)/2	 (2.3)
s 3	
-Si	 s4 _ -s2
sl and s2 are both real or complex conjugates.
The material is defined as type I when both roots are real and as
type II when they are complex conjugates.	 In [8] it has been assumed
that the material of both strips is of type I. 	 In this study, the
orthotropic materials will be assumed to be of type II. 	 For materials
of type II the roots of equation (2.2) can be written as:
sl = wo + iw2
s2 = wo - iw2
where w	 is taken as positive. 	 Furthermore noting that
o
u(X, Y) 	 _ -u(-x,y)	 ;	 v(x,y): = -v(x,-y)
and a and v vanish when y goes to infinity, for y>0, the displacement'
expressions can. be obtained by adding the solutions defined by equa-
tions
	
(3.1) and (3.6) of [8]:
=:	 3
u (x, Y) _ ^
	
[P_ (a) cos (w2ax) sinh (woax)
o
+ C (a) sin ( w2 ax) cosh (wCM)]cosayda0
00
2 [E (a) cos (w2aY/ ►r(^s) e _woaY/
o a
-w ay/V/O 5
+ G(a) sin ( w2 ay) /VW5-)e	 ]sinaxda
V (x,Y)= 4—Tr J	 {A (a) [R	 cos (w2ax) cosh (woax)
0
- 5^ sin (w2 ax) sinh(woax)] + C(a)[^ 7 Cos (w2ax)•
• cosh(woax) + ^^ sin (w2ax)sinh (woax) ]}s.inayda
(
+	 J	 {E (a) L-^9 cos (w2ay/VFS) -R9 sirs (w2aY/vw,) ]
o
+ G (a) [^" cos (w 2aY) /^) -^' sin ( w2aY/v) ]}
-w ay/IrF5-
• e °	 cosaxda	 (2.4a,b)
Differentiating (2.4a,b) and vtsing the stress-strain relations, the
stress expressions for generalized plane stress case are obtained as:
Tr (l 	 V	 )
xy yx 6x(x,Y) _
°°





• snh (woax) + Alc:os (w2ax) cosh (woocx) ]
+ 2C(a)[A sin(w 2ax)sinh( oax)-
{





 {E (a) [A3Cos 032 ay /V70-5 ) + 04
 sin (w2aY/^)foO




2E fooay(x,y) = 	 {2A(a,)[-A6sin(w2ax) y
)
• sinh(woax) + AScos(w2ax)cosh(woax)]
+ 2C(00 [A5 wsin( 2ax)sinh( oax)
+ A6cos(w2ax)cosh (w0ax)] }acosayda
+ fo {E  (a) Ca icos (w2aY/Y'O—,) +	 8 sin (w2ay/VIO—,)







2G	 Tx (x ' y) = J	 {2A(a)CAgcos(w2ax)sinh(w0ax)Yxy o
- A10sin(w2ax)cosh(w0ax)] + 2C(a)[A9sin(w2ax)• y
3
• cosh(woax) + A10cos(w2ax)sinh(woax)]}asinayda
+ f {E((X)[-'A(w2ay/^) + Al2cos (w2ay/ ^) ]11, sino




^i,o] and A 	 are elastic constants given in Appendix A. 	 A superscript
w	 will be used for the elastic constants and the unknown functions when u
f 5
these expressions are used for the second strip.
a
•	 3.	 FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The unknown functions AM,  C(a) etc., which appear in the dis-
placement and stress expressions can be determined by satisfying the
following boundary and continuity conditions:
ul (hl ,y) = u2(-h2,Y)
v1 (h1 .Y) = v2 (-h2 ,y)	
(0<y<-) (3.1a,b)
CY	 (h1Y) = C2x (-h2 ,y)lx
Y'
TlxY(hl , y) - T2xy ( -h2 , y)	 .	 (0<y<°°) (3.2a,b)
)
u1 (0,Y) = 0	 ,	 TlXy (O,y) _ 0	 ,	 (O<y<°°) (3.3a,b)




	 ,	 Ix1I <hl
T2	 (x2,0)
	





'	 Q	 (x110) _-P (xl l)	 Ixll <a
Y
)
vl(x1 ,0)` = 0	 ,	 a<Ix1 I <hl (3.6a,b)
CY2y(x2' 0) _ -p2 (x2)	 Ix2i <b
v2 (x2 .0) = 0	 ,	 b<Ix2I<h2 (3.7a,b)
The conditions (3.3a,b) and (3.4a,b)'are satisfied identically. Using
(3.5a,b) we obtain












ta  ---	 (x2) such that * (x2 )	 0 for Ix2I >b 	 I
i 2
the mixed boundary conditions (3.6a,b) and (3.7a,b) reduce to the follow-









sinh(woaxl) + A5cos(w2ax1)'cosh(w0axl)]	 s












A14 fb`-xdt +	 (a)[-A6sin(w2ax2)
 2	 o	 a
sinh(woax2 ) + A5cos(w2ax2)cosh(woax2)]
+ 2C*(a)[A*sin(w*ax2)sinh(woax2)








Using the continuity conditions (3.1a,b) and (3.2a,b), the unknown









rRlf2 + R2g2 + R3h2 + R4m2]
o
I
A* (a)_ _ 0	 [R1 f3 + R2g3 	R3h3 + R4m3]
j 1C (CO _ 0— [R1f4 + R294 + R 3 h 4 + R4m4 ]	 (3.10a,b,c,d)j O 3
The expressions for Ao(a), R. (a), fi (a), gi (a), hi (00	 mi (a),	 (i=1,4) are
given in Appendix B.
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t-x 	 +  kl l(xl^t)^(t)dt + fbk12(x16t)^*(t)dta
a -
7T (1-V 	 V	 )
xY Yx
2E	 (x 	 -a<xl<ay 14
b 	 b
'	 t-at	 dt +ib1

























k22(x2,t) = k4 (x2 , t , a)e	 dry
o
E






The integrands of the kernels k ij (i,j=1,2) are bounded for all
:	 valves of a, but are singular of order 1/a when a=O, In [8], it has
been shown that using the single-valuedness conditions fa, W dtt-O and
fb^* (t)dt=O the kernels kij can be integrated numerically.
4. CASE OF BROKEN LAMINATES
When one of the cracks touches the interface (i.e., a=h l or b=h2)
we obtain the case of broken laminates. In this case, for example, 	 I
for a--h1 the kernel kll becomes unbounded as (xl,t)-fhl simultaneously.
Therefore the kernel k11 must be considered in two parts:
kll (xi et) = klls (xi ' t) + kllf (xi It)
where klls'is the singular part and kllf is the bounded part.
After some lengthy algebra, the singular part of k 	 found to
ber




FS(xl,t)	 X58 ^63 w2(t-xl)	 + o(2h1-t-xl)
w2(2h1-x1-t)
+ ^64 w2 (2h1-x1-t)]2 + [ wo (2hl-t-x1) 2
w0 (2h1-t-xl)






+ X66 LW2 (2hl-xl-t) 2 + LW0(2h1-t-xl)>T
	(4.1)
The elastic constants a j are defined in Appendix A. The governing sing-
ular integral equations then become: -
^
hl [ 1 + k	 (xi t) ^^ (t) dt +fhl[k (x ,'t) - k	 (x,t)]t-x	 lls l
	







t-x dt + f k21(x2.tWt)dt + k22 (x2 .t) (t)dt
'	 b	 2	 h1	 b
ff(1-v* v* )
_ -	
xy Yx p2 (x2 )	 -b<x2<b (4.2a,b)
2Ey^14
1
!	 In equation (4.2b) since the only singular term is t x r the singularity
2
power is 1/2 at the tip of the crack in the second layer. But in equa-
tion (4.2a) we have further singular contribution from k 11s, which may
result in a singularity power different than 0.5. To find this singular-
i




1 + k	 (x ,t) ]^ (t) dt
	
P (x) -h <x <h	 (4.3)	 fj	 h	 t-xl 	lls 1	 1 1	 1 1 1
1
where ' Pl ( xl ) is a bounded function for all values of x1,
F(t)Assuming fl t ) = and following the procedure described in(h'^l
[8], the following characteristic equation is found from which the sing-
ulari ty power y can be determined:
H (y; = cosTry + X67 + 2 12	 cos (2ytan l w2).68 	 ( o+w2) X58	 W 
l
• [ ^il2^63-w0 65 ] 	( o+	 8
W	 f,
•- sin (l'ytan-1
 w2 ) [woa6 3+W2a6 5] = 0	 (4.4)
0
For practical orthotropic materials equation (4.4) has only one root
between 0 and 1.
5. ` CASE OF A CRACK CROSSING THE INTERFAC E
t
To formulate this problem we shall first consider the crack config-










b ^-(t)	 b 1
b t-x2 dt = o [t-x2 + ta•x2^	 (t)dt
the governing singular integral equations for this case can be written
as:





 kll (xl , t) (t) dt + 	 [k2 (xl, t) -k (xl . -t) ]^ ( t) at
-a	 1 .a 














[k2 ,,(x2 ,t) - k2 2 ( x2 ,-t) ^^ (t) dt = -	 XY Yx	 c<x2<d
b	 2Ey^14
(5.la,b)
If a=h1 and d=h2 all the kernels kl j (i,j=1,2) in (5.1) become unbounded
for (xl ,t)=+hl and (x2 ,t)=h2 simultaneously. Therefore, the singular
part of kernels k iJ must be separated. The kernels can be written as:
a
k.. = k..+ ki^f
r„
where k.. is the singular and ki^f is the bounded part of k... The
expressions for the singular part of each kernel are:
3
kUS (xlrt) = Fs (xl rt) + Fs(-xl,t)
k 12s (x l. t) = GS (xl , t) + Gs (-xl , t)
^.	 11	 T
ak 21 (x2 , t) = Hs (x2't)
k22s(x2't) = Is(x2't)
where
Fs (xl ,t) is defined by equation (4.1)
and
	
1	 W2(hl-xl) -w2 ,h2-t)
G (x t) _ -- IX81 2s1	 X58 	 [w (h -x ) -(A)* (h -t) ] +[w* (h -t) +w (h -x ) ]2 1 1 2 2	 0 2	 0 1 1
*	 r
W2 (hl-xl ) +W2 (h _t)
*
+ 
X82 [W (h -x ) +W (h -t) ]2 +[w (h -t) +w (h -x ) ]
	
2 1 1	 2 2	 0 2	 -0 1 1
o (h2-t)+W0 (hl-x1)
+8 3 	*	 * ----'-2'	 a





+ X84 [W*G (h2-t)+ o (h1-x11 ] -t• LW2 (hl
-xl l+W2 (h2-t) ]	 ',
W (h _x ) -W (h -t)	 a
	
Hs (x2' t) _ ^1	 X73	
2 2 2	 2 
1*	 2
	68	 [w2 (h2-x2 )-cut (hl-t) ] 2 + [WO (h1-t)+ o* (h2-x2) ]
tut (h2-x2 ) +W2 (hl-t)	 3+ a74
[w2 (h2
-x2 ) +w2 (hl-t) ] +[wo (hl-t) +Wo (h2-x2 ) ]
quo (hl-t) +wo (h2-x2) 'a
+ X75 	 *	 2	 *	 2
(W (hl t) +wo{h2-x2)
 +[W2 (h2-x2 ) -w2 ( hl-t) ]
w (hl-t)+Wo(h2-x2)
*	 2	 *	 2






I(X t) 	 ^1 X89s 2,	
68	
2	 2
[w2(t-x2 ) ] 2+[wo 	2(2h2-t-x 2)]
w2(2h2-x2-t)
+ X90 [w 
2	 2 2
* (2h -x 
-t)]
2











x'92 (5.2a,b,c)[wo (2h2-t-x2)]2+[w2 (2h2-x2-t)]2
The singular integral equations then become:
hl1	 /hl
















h2	 l	 1	 *	 hl
J c [t-x2 + t+x2 ]^ (t) dt + f k21s (x2 . t) (t) dt
-hl
 h2+ fhl
h k21f(x2,t) W)dt_+ fe k22s(x2,t)^ (t)dt
1
*
^	 h2	 *	 Tr (1-Vxyv^^)
f	 [k22f(x2,t)-k22(x2,-t)]^ (t)dt 	 -	 2 2
_	 c	 2E








To find the singularity power at Che interface, assume:
(t) _	 2 (t)	 and	 (t) =	 F St)	 S
(hl-t)	 (t-c)	 (h2-t)
Considering the singular parts only, equations (5.3a,b) can be written
as:














2	 R	 t22sTT )-h	 21s	 c	 -x2	 21
a
= Q2(x2 )	 c<x2<h2	 (5.4a,b)
whereQl (xl) and QZ(x2) are bounded for all x 1 and x2.





[cos7^ + X67 + A94cos ( X960 + X95 sin(X 96Q) ]
58 }
• [cosff^ + X93— + X	 cosh	 + a	 sin(X	 ^) ]108	 107	 109	 107 x
X68
- a	 [a	 cos(X	 + x	 sin(X	 Q) + a	 cos(a	 R)110	 99	 97	 100	 97	 101	 98
+ X102sin(?Lg8R)Hx103cos(a97^) + X104 sin(X 970)'
14
p
+ X105cos (X980) - X106 sin(X 9ds)] = 0
	 (5.5a, b)
Equation (5.5a) gives the expected 1/2 singularity power at the crack
tip. But equation (5.5b) is rather complicated and its handling needs
care In [8] it has been shown that for some orthotro is materials ofp
type ,I there is no singularity at the interface. This is also a possi-
bility for materials of type II. For practical materials equation_
(5.5b) gives a root between 0 and 1. In deriving the characteristic
equation (5.5b) one may note that there is a relation between F(h l) and
F ( h2 ) .	 r




al = -	 1	 [cosTra + 67 + X cos(X	 + X sin(X ^)]
(2h ) S




3- -c (W*2 +W* 2)
	 W2+W258 2	 0	 2	 0 2
x
• [X
99	 97	 100	 97
cos (X 
	+ X	 sin(X ^)
3
+ X101 Cos (X98R) + X102 sin(X 90)
is
This is a condition to be used in obtaining the solution.
6. THE SOLUTION AND THE RESULTS
6.1 Case of Internal Cracks`
In this case the governing equations are (3.11a,b) with the _single
valuedness conditions	 -
a	 fb(
J ^(t)dt = 0	 J	 (t)dt = 0
-a	 -b
15
lThe singular integral equations can be solved in a straight-forward
manner by using the Gauss-Chebyshev integration technique described
in [9].
	 In fracture problems one is generally interested in the stress
intensity factors which can be expressed in terms of the density func-
tions F(t) and F*(t).















By making use of (6.1a,b) and equations (3.11a,b) after some algebraic
manipulations we obtain:




4kb 	 -2	 y*	 Fo(1)
where the index "o" denotes the normalized quantities. 	 The loads pl,
p2 are not-independent.	 Assuming that there is no constraint in x






In the computation the following material combination is used:
t,
Material of the first strip: z
E	 3.1 x 106 psi (21.3745 x 109 N/m2)
E	 _ 9.7 x 106 psi ( 66.8815 x 109 N/m2 )Y
6	 9	 2





Material of the second strip:
EX = 2.5 x 106 psi (17.2375 x 10 9
 N/m2)
` E	 = 2.5 x 106 psi (17.2375 x 109 N/m2)y
GxY = l x 106 psi (6.895 x 10 9 N/m2)
VXY	
0.760
By letting a, b, hl or h2 go to proper limits or choosing the materials
close to isotropic, one can recover all the special cases done in [5],
[6] and [10].
Figures 4 and 5 show some of the computed results.
	 In Figure 4
the stress intensity factor ka is plotted versus h 2/hl for the case
b=0 (i.e., there is no crack in the second strip).
	 For h2=0 one re-
covers the results for collinear cracks imbedded in a homogeneous me-
dium.
	
When h2-^, ka reaches an asymptotic value which can be found in
' [6].	 Figure 5 shows, the stress intensity factor kb for the case when
a=0 (i.e., ,
 there is no crack in the first layer).
6.2	 Case of Broken Laminates
In this case the solution may be obtained by considering equations
(4.2a,b) and the single-valuedness conditions
^. hl lb
^(t ) dt - 0 	 *(t)dt	 0
hb
The singularity power Y at the bimaterial interface is obtained from
the characteristic equation (4.4). 	 The singular integral equations
are solved by using the numerical method described in [9].	 For this
case. the Gauss Jacobi integration method is used and the fundamental 
f	 l 
Polynomials more details seefunctions weights	 Y




	For a = hl : k 	 lim 2Y (x2+h2 ) Y62 (x2,0)	 (6.2)
x ->-h	 y2	 2








k	 y 14	 1 	 0
	




-2 + tan 1 w*)j(w	 2 73	 a 75)W0 0
W	 w
+ sin[y(tan-1 w2 +,tan-1 Ww	 (_Wo^73-W2^75)
o	 ^o
+ cos[Y(-tan w2 + tan-1 *)^ (-w2a74-woa76)
O	 UJO(*	 l
+ sin[Y(-tan 1 W2+tan- 1 —*)
	
7^ (-t^	 +w ^	 )
74	 2	 6wo	 W	 o0
Figure 6 shows the variation of ka when the first laminate is broken.
The variation of kb when the second laminate is broken is shown in
Figure 7.
6.3	 Case of a Crack Crossing the Interface
For this case the equations to be solved are equations (5.3a,b),
rj
the single-valuedness condition fhl^(t)dt=O and relation (5.6).	 The N
singularity power ^ at the interface is obtained by solving equation
(5.5b) numerically.	 Using the Newton-Raphson method for the material
combination considered it is found that
S = 0.0852.
For the solution of the singular integral equations again the Gauss-
Jacobi Integration Technique described in [9] is used.	 In this case
the fundamental functions are the weights of Jacobi polynomials. 	 The











22 (^ Cr (x2 .0)
	
(6.3a)
and at the bimaterial interfaces
	
kxx	 lim ysCr (hVV Y)Y*O+	 lx 1 r
(6.3a,b)
	
kxy	 lira Y Tlxy(h1.Y)
Y; 0
By making use of definitions (6.3a,b,c) and after lengthy algebra we obtain:
2A* E*	 y
_	 ,14 Y
	 h c Fo(=1)
2 (1-vXyVyX)
r
2Ex 	{^) s/2hl sFa (1)	
_1 w2
kx - 	t 	 —	x 	 (1-VxyVyx)	 2asin^Ts/2	 cos(stan Wo)	 E
j (- X111 + ( '115w2+ '^114W0 ) )
2	
ail3 (wo+w2)_
-1 w2 	 X112 + (-wo 115+^+ sin (	 2^114) )]j tan —) (-
w°	 2	
`113 ( o+w2 )
*	 *
s+	 *2 *2	 (W2)`117 0 116)2 sin7s/2 (0 +w2 } 113
W
cos (tan-1 ^* ) + (-w*  	 +w*	 ) •
0 117 2 116
*	 1
-1 w2






s/2 s(^)	 hl Fo(1)	 p25	 _l2
k	 2G <`	 sin{ Stan —}
	
xY	 xy2scos7rs/2	 2	 w0
w2+W2	 l(- 119 0+)'118w2)sin(-atan_1
	 )









(^) S/2 (h2-c) SFo (1)









Figure 8 shows the variation of kb with c/h2 , for different values of
(h1/h2) ratio. kb increases as (h 1/h2 ) increases. Figures 9 and 10
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Definitions of the material constants: A superscript * will be used for
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	 The stress intensity_ factor kb, for the crack in buffer strip.
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Figure 7.	 The stress intensity factor kb when the second laminate is
broken.
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Figure B.
	 The stress intensity factor kb for a crack crossing the
interface:
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Figure 10. The stress intensity factor kxy for a crack crossing the
interface.
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